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Abstract
Platform projection semantics extends projection semantics by means

of the encapsulation of a processor used for program execution. Platform
projection semantics abstracts from platform specific details. For a given
program its platform projection semantics may be platform-independent.
Two forms of platform projection semantics (PPS) are distinguished: be-
havioral PPS and functional PPS. Using a combination of the two a formal
definition is obtained of compilers, interpreters, assemblers and program
portability.

1 Introduction
Program algebra as developed in [2] explains the meaning of a program x writ-
ten in program notation u by means of a projection function u2pgla and a
behavioral semantics I - 1P,,, for PGLA programs. Here PGLA is a very simple
program notation comparable to flow charts. The principal semantic equation
is:

lxlu = lu2pgla(x)lpgia

In this paper we will consider the case that additional information exists about
the platform i on which the program is supposed to run. As it may be the case
that the projection of the language u is platform specific due to the low level of
PGLA the semantic equation can be specialized to platform i as follows:

lxlu = lu2ipgla(x)Ip91a

Here u2ipgla is a platform-dependent projection of u programs to PGLA pro-
grams. The platform i being fixed, however, a far more drastic abstraction
makes sense. Let Pi be the part of the platform i that serves as a working mem-
ory for program execution. On the assumption that Pi returns to its initial state
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whenever a new program is run, all interaction between the projected program
and the part Pi of the processor devoted to runtime data for the (projected)
program can be encapsulated. This encapsulation hides differences between pro-
cessors as long as these are not made visible by program execution. It should
be noticed that projected programs will, in the majority of cases, have actions
outside the service interface of Pi.'

1.1 Pure projection assumption
In the analysis of recursion and multi-threading given in [?] use has been made of
coprograms in order to capture a datastructure needed to simulate the execution
of a high-level program (say in u) by a low-level program (say in PGLA). We will
simplify the discussion by assuming that all projections used (like u2pgla) are
pure in the sense that no additional coprogram is needed. This simplification is
quite helpful to reduce the notational overheads and does not affect the point
we want to make.

1.2 MMA
MMA (machine model A) will be used as a name for the very rudimentary
machine model used in this paper. MMA allows a flat file system where all
files are named by natural numbers. In addition there is a processor described
by a coprogram. The operating system OSA for MMA only has hardwired
instructions. This means that no part of the OS functionality is currrently
implemented via software on the available processor. The interaction between
processor and file system is entirely done by OSA commands. MMA is just
the start of a series. MMB would introduce a different signature of actions,
thereby allowing one to write programs for most OS commands. MMC would
add movable disks and network connections.

1.3 Modeling Pi by a coprogram
Pi may be modeled as a coprogram in the sense of [3]. The (pseudo) co-service
interface of a machine program contains two kinds of actions: (i) actions in a
target interface, aimed at effecting external side effects (like sending an email
or storing data on as disk), (ii) actions in the reply co-service interface of the
projected program. These actions are to be performed by the part Pi of the
processor PRi of platform i.

1.3.1 Data storage and retrieval on Pi

We assume that Pi is formalized by means of a coprogram cppi. The coprogram
allows an operator store. This operator takes two arguments: a string x (in
some cases a program) and a coprogram H which coincides with one of the
states of coprogram cppi. With store(x, H) we denote the modification of H

1 Such actions are. listed under (i) in paragraph 1.3.
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obtained by storing data x in it. The storage operator can be applied repeatedly.
We will write store(yl, y2, ..., yk, cppi) for store(yl, store(y2, ..., yk, cppi)).

Besides storing input data files Pi can store files resulting from running a
program. There is at most one output file at a time. This file can be retrieved
by means of the operation get. If no such file exists, the meaningless constant
M is returned.

1.4 Behavior versus functionality
When making a further abstraction to incorporate (encapsulate) a part of the
platform devoted to program execution we will distinguish two cases. In the be-
havioral view a semantic operator is found that assigns a behavior to a program
and some parameter files. The actions of that behavior are exactly the actions
outside the service interface of cppi. In the functional view the meaning of a
program is a function from parameter files to output files.

1.4.1 Behavioral platform projection

The behavioral platform projection Jx luPPl i (yl, ..., yk) of a u program x on plat-
form i given parameter /files (yl, ._., Yk) is given by

Jxlu/store(yl,...,ykCppi)

The operator / is the use-operator of [3] and a parameter file is just a sequence
of bits. With

IxJbppli
u

we denote the operator that takes a (possibly empty) series of files (bit se-
quences) and produces a behavior depending on these files.

1.4.2 Functional platform projection

The functional platform projection JxJfPP/'(yl, ..., Yk) of a u program x on plat-
form i given parameter files (yl,..., yk) is given by

JxIuPP1i(yl, ..., yk) = get(lxl' store(yl, -.., yk, cppi))

The operator is the apply-operator of [3]. The phrase functional is used in
this case because Jxlf?P1' is viewed as an ordinary mapping (function) from data
(bit sequences) to data. With

(xlfPPI'
U

we denote the operator that takes a (possibly empty) sequence of files (bit se-
quences) and produces a file (depending on the parameter files). The functional
view merits a direct functional notation. We will write:

X uyl, -, yk = IxlupP/i(yl, ..., yk)

The operator - u- is called the computation operator for language u on
platform i. It represents the functional meaning of a program on a platform in
a very explicit way.
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1.4.3 Incompatible views

It should be noticed that the behavioral view and the functional view are to
some extent incompatible. They both constitute drastic abstractions. The two
abstractions cannot be obtained from one another. Having made one abstraction
so much information has been dropped that the other abstraction cannot be
reconstructed from the remaining abstraction. The two views have each been
derived from projection semantics, which is far less abstract as it takes into
account the details of the instructions of cppi.

1.4.4 A combined view

For pragmatic purposes the behavioral view and the functional view can be
combined by simply pairing the operators emerging from both views:

IxI`PP/= =< IxI6PPl' lx PPIi >
U u u

In terms of behaviors and files this means:

Iu P/ (y1 a ..., k = f PPx y) < (yt,...,yk),JXJu

1.5 Overview of the paper
The two forms of platform projection will be used to analyze a variety of
platform-related concepts. In particular we will give precise definitions of com-
pilers and interpreters. On the basis of these definitions a description of program
portability is developed. The novelty lies in the use of black box projection se-
mantics for platform analysis. In particular the definition of portability might
be new. A minimal introduction to program algebra is provided so as to make
the paper self-contained.

1.6 Related literature
The kind of concept analysis used in this paper will be referred to as platform
analysis. This phrase seems to be novel. The result of platform analysis in
this style is a mere listing of concept definitions, mostly formalized in terms of
equations between different behavior expressions. Technically speaking platform
analysis amounts to no more than a sequence of behavioral identities.

The contents of the paper are new in form rather than in content. Classical
use of T-diagrams [4] will provide similar insights. The novelty of our exposition
lies in the use of the projection semantics strategy based on program algebra
and, to the best of our knowledge, in the details of the definition of portability
that we propose.

Many papers have been written on the abstract concept of a compiler, on
virtual machines and the conceptual aspects of intepreters. Closest to our pro-
posals are the elaborated developments using T-diagrams. The reader may
consult [1] for an example of technical work on abstact compilers. That paper
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introduces far more detail than we will do, obtaining sharper results with more
limited focus. T-diagrams were introduced in [4] and are treated in detail in [5].

2 Preliminaries on program algebra
Program algebra [2] will only be used in a superficial (or rather abstract) way in
this paper. The information needed for reading the paper is summarized here.
The program notation PGLA is developed in program algebra as a very simple
program notation based on a collection (E) of atomic instructions. Programs
carry out instructions by offering these as tasks for execution to other compo-
nents in an environment. If a component executes an action in response to a
request made by a program, this component will in addition return a truth value.
That value can be used by the PGLA program to decide which control path to
follow (including the option to terminate). An important class of components
that may feature in the operating environment of a running PGLA program is
formed by the so-called coprograms. Coprograms do no more than compute a
reply when offered an action. The coprogram has a state which may be modified
by the execution of an action, the intuition being that the coprogram performs
(executes) actions following requests of a program. After having performed an
action a truth value is returned to the program.

Semantically a coprogram is a pair of an interface (a collection of atomic
instructions, also called a service interface) and a reply function. A reply func-
tion computes the boolean reply value after each non-empty sequence of atomic
actions. An arbitrary programming notation PGLY is given a meaning by intro-
ducing a transformation (projection) pgly2pgla which transforms each PGLY
program to a PGLA program with the same meaning. For a PGLA program x
the meaning is defined as a behavior written lxlP9ia. The precise details of the
definition of a behavior given a program are entirely immaterial at the present
level of abstraction. In [2] an example of a definition of behavior can be found.
For PGLY the semantics of programs is then given by

I xl pgty = Ipgly2pgla(x) lpgla

For a behavior P and a coprogram H two forms of cooperation have been
established in [3]. Both will be used below. P/H is the behavior of P using
H. The actions of P contained in the service interface of H are to be processed
by H, replies being used to determine the further development of P. The
actions featuring in P/H are restricted to actions outside E,(H). Some actions
in the action alphabet (pseudo interface) of P may not appear as actions of
P/H because the path leading to these actions has been removed. The removal
takes place if a boolean returned by H as a reply is used to evaluate a test in
P and produces a particular outcome. We will say that the coprogram H is
encapsulated in P/H.

Another form of cooperation is denoted with P.H. In this case it is assumed
that all actions in the (pseudo-) interface of P are contained in the service
interface of the coprogram H. P H then denotes the state of the coprogram
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H which it is left in after termination of the behavior P. Termination takes
place when a particular termination action (denoted with 11!11) is performed.
Because all actions to be taken by P are in E,(H) the entire development of
the cooperation between P and H is determined provided P is a deterministic
behavior. As we will only consider behaviors of the form lxlp9la this requirement
of determinism is satisfied.

2.1 Additional notational conventions
Many notations are discussed below, in addition to the notations used and
explained in the introduction. We begin with a survey of these notations, leaving
more precise explanations to subsequent sections. With PGLA we denote the
program notation introduced under that name in [2]. With PGLU, PGLV,
PGLW we denote pairwise different but arbitrary program notations.' With
Mi, Mj, Mk we denote different machines (processors).

With i, j, k different platforms are indicated, Mi being the processor com-
ponent of platform i, FFSi denoting the flat file system for platform i. The
collection of platforms (or rather platform names) is denoted with PLF. So
i, j, k E PLF.

ASLi is the assembly language for Mi, (ASLj for Mj and so on). MCi denotes
machine codes for Mi, executables for Mi being a subset of MCi. The assembler
mapping asli2mci transforms an assembly program into a a machine code. The
mapping is a so-called compiler mapping. It determines the effect
of a possible (i.e. a correct) compiler from PGLU to ASLi.

Further for the program notation PGLU there is a virtual machine language
BCNU (byte code notation for PGLU). The virtual machine itself will be de-
noted with VIMIIU (virtual machine interpreter for PGLU).

2.1.1 Variables

The variables u, v and w will range over arbitrary program notations. These
include the MCi and ASLi for processors Mi, the languages PGLA, PGLB,
PGLC, PGLD from [2], the hypothetical program notations PGLU, PGLV,
PGLW mentioned above, and the virtual machine program notation BCNU.
Programs are denoted with variables x, y and z. In all cases these programs are
bit sequences (or files) at the same time. Thus each program notation u has a
domain P.u of programs, which is a set of finite bit sequences.

If a bit sequence is an MCi program it is also called a binary or a binary file.

2.1.2 Coprograms

The PGLA program meli encodes the main event loop of processor Mi. cppi
is a coprogram describing the behavior of Mi. The upper interface of cppi is
E pp2. The collection of states of cppi is denoted with S(cppi).

2 We have in mind that, in comparison with PGLA, these languages play the role of high-
level languages.
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2.1.3 Projections

The operator u2v determines a canonical projection (or semantics-preserving
transformation) from program notation u to notation v. In particular the fol-
lowing instances can be distinguished:

mci2pgla is the black-box processor projection for MCi. It describes how
a machine code is to be seen as a program. For a machine code to be seen
as a program (according to the thesis of program algebra) a projection
into PGLA must be provided.

In this case the pseudo lower interface of the resulting PGLA program is
contained in the union Ez of the upper interface of the processor coprogram
cppi and the target interface Et9i for machine Mi. As a simplification it
will be assumed that Et9= = Et9i for all processors i and j. The projection
mci2pgla, together with the coprogram cppi, determine the semantics of
MCi programs.

The operator asli2mci is the assembler mapping for ASLi. It trans-
forms ASLi programs into corresponding MCi programs. The additional
mci2pgla being available, the assembler mapping provides a semantics for
ASLi.

In this paper availability will just mean: being an element of the family of
available bit sequences. Typically if more structure is taken into account a
file is (defined to be) available if it exists under some name in a file system
which has been stored e.g. on hard disk.

The operator pglu2asli is called a compiler mapping. It determines the
semantics for PGLU by means of a transformation of each PGLU program
into an ASLi program. The compiler mapping is not itself a compiler;
rather, it may serve as the semantics of a compiler. Each compiler should
produce ASLi programs `equivalent' to the program given by the compiler
mapping, however. There are compiler mappings for PGLV and PGLV as
well (named pglv2mci and pglw2mci respectively.)

The operator pglu2bcnu is the virtual compiler mapping for BCNU. Of
course there is a semantic connection (equivalence) between the compiler
mapping for PGLU and its virtual compiler mapping.

2.1.4 Projection functionalities

A projection functionality u2v/i describes the collection of all mappings that
are considered correct representatives of the meaning of some compiler from u
to v, relative to platform i. u2v represents the intersection of the u2v/i for all
i.

With u2v/i.w/j we denote all w programs that represent on platform j a
file transformation constituting a mapping within u2v/i. u2v/i.w denotes the
intersection of the u2v/i.w/j for all j in PLF. u2v.w denotes the intersection of
u2v.w/j for all platforms j.
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For instance x E pglv2aslj.mci/j expresses the assumption that x is an
MCi program that can serve as a compiler from PGLV to ASLj. (A cross-
compiler for PGLV and platform j running on platform i,) It is important to
notice that u2v E u2v.

2.1.5 Interpreters

Let u be some program notation, but not one of the form MCi. ul.v/i contains
all v programs x that may serve as an interpreter for language u on platfrom
i. If v is a platform-independent notation ul.v denotes the intersection of the
program collections ul.v/i for all platforms i.

A file g E bcnul.mci is a virtual BCNU machine. pglu2bcnu is a compiler
mapping for PGLU producing BCNU programs (or rather `bytecodes').

3 The processor coprogram for Mi.
The platform i has a processor, a file system, a printer, a modem and so on. The
processor is denoted with Mi. For the purpose of formally modeling platform
i, the processor is modeled by at least a coprogram named cppi. In addition
there can be a program (or rather a behavior) cpu that determines the CPU
of the processor. In section 6 below we will write meli (for main event loop)
instead of cpu. When active the machine will execute a stored program. The
actions of the program are included in a lower interface in the sence of [3]. The
program only has a lower (pseudo) interface. This lower pseudo interface is
included in a lower interface E, which has a practically low information content.
This lower interface E is the union of two subinterfaces: the target interface
(Et9i) along which the program directs peripherals, screen mouse etc, and the
reply co-service interface (E,,,j) complementary to the service interface of the
coprogram cppi describing the processor of machine Mi.

The coprogram cppi describes the memory which is only used by the machine
as a working memory during program execution. All data that must persist
from one program execution session to another one must be stored in a file.
The actions with a modifying effect on the file system will not be spelled out in
detail and will be assumed part of the target interface Etgi. For the purpose of
this paper the details of the processor are immaterial.

3.1 The flat file system
For this paper the existence and the nature of a file system on platform i are
crucial and marginal at the same time. Essential is the fact that at any instance
of time a collection of bit sequences is present in permanent memory on platform
i. We will denote this collection of files with FFSi (flat file system at i). In the
sequel we will provide formalizations of what it means for u program x to be
installed on platform i, to be preinstalled on platform i, and to be portable
from platform i to platform j. In each case the definition depends on files
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being present in FFSi (resp. FFSj): We. will assume that each file has a natural
number as its name: At present we will assume that some external agent `knows'
for every bit sequence contained in FFSi its content as well as its possible roles.

3.2 The external operation assumption
Some philosophical remarks may be in order. In the simplest approach .all
programs obtain a meaning by means of a projection to a PGLA program using
only actions from E. This projection semantics is adequate if one imagines the
operating systems activities being performed by a human operator. The role of
the human operator is needed to avoid script processing and other processing
tasks to be performed by the processor. With the introduction of an automatic
operating system rudimentary forms of multi-threading (or even parallelism)
are introduced making the overall picture significantly more complicated.

The absence of an automatic operating system is phrased as the `external
operation assumption'. This assumption explains in particular the absence of
a naming scheme for programs and files, the absence of explicit scripts in the
definition of portability below, and the possibility of not having to decide on
the proper form of primitive actions needed for file interaction.

3.3 MMA/OSA
For MMA we have a small operating system called OSA. Unfortunately a con-
ceptual definition of an operating system is is not available to us. An OS is not
necessarily a piece of software, even though most operating systems are. We
will use following definitions, not claiming any generality.

(i) An operating system includes a command interface along which at least a
collection of commands is accessible to load and and execute programs running
on input data and to retrieve output data from a processor. Further, a minimum
of primitives for the access of permanent memory is needed (in the case that
there is permanent memory on a platform).

(ii) For a given platform there are at least four kinds of OS commands:

HW/ES: hardwired external service actions: the working of the actions
is not explained in terms of the execution of a .program (but rather by a
state transformation in the machine model e.g. MMA), the actions are
called by an external agent. The actions are included in the (external)
service interface of the platform.

PR/ES: programmed external actions. These actions are explained in
terms of the execution of a program on the platform. The actions are in
fact program names and are viewed as calls to these programs. As in the
case of HW/ES the PR/ES actions are called by an external user.

HW/IS: hardwired internal service actions are explained without the con-
cept of a program execution. In contrast with HW/ES these actions are
called by programs running on the platform.
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PR/IS actions are macros for programs to be called by other programs.

In OSA there are only HW/ES actions. This implies the absence of any possi-
bility of scripting for the OS. The existence of a scripting language presuposses
the existense of some actions in HW/IS or in PR/IS.

3.3.1 MMA/OSA commands

The command set of OSA allows interaction between the processor Pi and the
file system FFSi. The commands are:

(i) runB k: run file k and obtain a behavior. Here file k is supposed to
contain an MCi program x which is run on processor Pi (which may be storing
some data that have just been loaded) in order to produce a behavior. After
termination the processor is reset to its initial state.

(ii) runF k: run file k and apply its functionality. Here file k is supposed
to contain an MCi program x which is run on processor Pi (which may be
storing some data that have just been loaded) in order to produce a functional
output. (After termination the processor will only allow an action get k, all
other actions leading to a meaningless behavior.3)

(iii) store k: store file k. The processor state is transformed. In terms
of coprograms this transformation amounts to: z -+ store(x, z), x being the
contents of the file named k when the action is called. FFSi remains unchanged.

(iv) get2 k: get an output file (from Pi) and store it in file k in FFSi.
The effect of this action is (a) to introduce a file named k if that is not yet
in existence, (b) to initialize that file with an empty sequence of bits, (c) to
replace the contents of file k by the bit sequence get(z) (z denoting the processor
coprogram state), (d) to initialize z (which is thus replaced by cppi.)

(v) reset: reset the processor to its initial state. The new state of the
processor coprogram is, cppi.

(vi) cp k 1: copy file k to file. 1.
(vii) rm k: remove file k from FFS.
(viii) exi k: test whether or not a file named k exists in FFSi. If so return

true, if not return false.

3.3.2 Role of MMA/OSA

The role of MMA/OSA in this paper is to have the means available to use the
mechanism of MMA in order to install programs, to apply assemblers and com-
pilers, to use interpreters. At the same time these means will not pressuppose
the very concept of software (in particular OS systems programs) running on
the platform. In this way a circularity .is prevented that seems to be become
quite difficult to handle otherwise. Of course the OSA command set can be used
as a basis for writing 'SHELL scripts'. Such scripts are to be executed by an
operator rather than by the OSA, the OSA not offering any script interpreter.
The restriction to operator execution of OSA scripts was termed the external

3the Meaningless behavior is often denoted with M.
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operation assumption above. The assumption is meant to simplify the task of
conceptual modeling.

Below the concept of portability is discussed in some detail. When a program
x is ported from platform i to platform j some files will have to be transported
from i to j. Transporting a file is not seen as an operating system primitive
here. We call it an operator primitive. In fact three operator primitives are
needed to model the transport of files:

(i) copyFFSi2EM.k, l: copy file k (of FFSi) to file l on the external medium.
(This is a unique medium determined by its place in the physical world, e.g.
the unique floppy in the unique floppy disk station.)

(ii) transportEM i j: transport the external medium from platform i to
platform j.

(iii) copyEM2FFSi k,: copy the file k of the external medium to file l of the
FFSi of platform i.

4 Projection semantics
Before we can apply platform projections, be it behavioral or functional, we need
a platform-independent projection semantics. In the case of machine codes this
matter deserves ample attention. During execution a program is stored in the
RAM of the machine. The stored program results from. loading an executable
file into the machine. The executable file is a binary: just a sequence of bits.
Before loading this file sits in the file system under some name (say n).. This is
the form in which programs are installed on the machine: named executables as
files in the file system. We assume that the loading procedure will not influence
the algorithmic content of the binary being loaded, even if the loading process
itself is quite sensitive to state aspects. This sensitivity regards form but not
content. The installed binary has a meaning which is reflected by the meaning
of the corresponding stored program. The latter is in fact the meaning of a
program with basic instructions taken from Ei (see paragraph 2.1.3).

The semantics of an installed binary is a program over E. Therefore it makes
sense to model the meaning of binaries by means of a projection mci2pgla. Here
mci stands for machine code for machine Mi, and pgla refers to PGLAE. This
projection is completely dependent on the particular details of machine Mi.
These details being left unspecified, mci2pgla is a black box mechanism with-
out further explanation. In fact mci2pgla can be used to specify Mi. Simply
postulating the existence of mci2pgla leads us to a black-box (projection) se-
mantics for binaries. In the presence of full details a derivation of mci2pgla
from those details will provide a white box semantics of binaries. Black box se-
mantics will support conceptual discussions at a high level of abstraction. White
box semantics is essential if the algorithmic content of individual binaries is at
stake.
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4.1 Projection semantics of machine code
We assume that a behavior extraction operator I - Ipg1a on PGLA programs is
given.' As is the case in all other program notations the meaning of a program
is ultimately based on a projection into PGLA. That projection may involve
platform-specific decisions and ingredients. For this reason the behavior extrac-
tion operator for language u is (potentially) specific to platform i. The notation

Ixlu

will represent the (intended) behavior of u program x on platform i. This
intended behavior is always defined irrespective of the ability to actually realize
it on a given platform. In the case that u = PGLA we write I - IP91a = I - Ip9la-

4.1.1 The meta disassembler equation

The semantics of a binary x is then determined by the identity

PLA1 Ixl;ni = Imci2pgla(x)Ipg1a

A binary -x is an executable if mci2pgla(x) is #-free. (A program is #-free
if it does not contain the abort instruction #.) We call this equation the
meta disassembler equation because mci2pgla is an operation comparable to
a disassembler. First of all it moves the code to a higher level of abstraction
and readability. Secondly PGLA has an expressive power comparable to many
assembly codes in practice. Calling mci2pgla a disassembler, however is mis-
leading because the. inverse of the assembler mapping asli2mci deserves that
name. Because mci2pgla will play a role in the meta theory we call it a meta
disassembler.

4.2 Projection semantics for non machine codes
For an arbitrary notation u the semantic projection uses a compiler mapping.
This mapping produces (relative to the platform) an adequate translation of the
program into another program notation. Compiler mappings are defined for all
platforms, regardless of the actual presence of compilers.

PLA2 Ixl;, = lu2mci(x)I;,cZ

4.2.1 Assembly programs

An assembly language is a textual format for programs very close to the binary
format. Assembly languages are associated with processors rather than with
program notations. The representation of assembly programs in binary files
proceeds by means of a character encoding (e.g. ASCII). Such representations
are not sufficiently concise and efficient to be used for machine loading. Further

IAn example of a behavioral extraction operator is found in [2]-
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translation into machine code will be necessary for efficient program execution.
We will only consider a single assembly language for processor Mi. It is denoted
with ASLi. The assembler is a program which will translate assembly programs
into machine codes. Of course the assembler is specific to a machine, because
the machine architecture dictates the encodings that will be used. Rather than
using an assembler program we will consider assembler mappings. An assembler
mapping is a mathematical operator. Typically the assembler program will
compute an assembler mapping. The mapping may be considered a functional
specification of an assembler program.

The assembler mapping asli2mci is a mapping transforming assembly pro-
grams into machine codes. The assembler mapping can be chosen to be a total
mapping on binary files. In that case a file contains a (syntactically) correct
ASLi program x exactly if asli2mci(x) is an executable
(i.e. mci2pgla(asli2mci(x)) is #-free).

4.2.2 The assembler mapping equation

It will be clear that the semantics of the assembly programs is given in terms
of a projection asli2pgla(x). This projection is the composition of asli2mci
and mci2pgla. The semantics of assembly programs is thus determined by the
following assembler mapping equation:

PLA4 Ixlast= = asli2mci(x)lf1ct

4.2.3 The compiler mapping equation

The concept of a program notation will be defined slightly more precise here than
in [2]. The increased precision has to do with the presence of the intermediate
assembly language. (That intermediate stage was ignored in [2].) A program
notation PGLV is a collection of objects (represented by means of a charac-
ter encoding as binary files) together with a projection function pglv2asli to
ASLi. The operator pglv2asli can be taken as a total mapping. This map-
ping is called a compiler mapping for PGLV. A text x constitutes a legal (i.e.
a syntactically correct) PGLV program exacly if pglv2asli(x) is #-free. The
corresponding PLA equation reads:

PLA5 I xI P91 = Ipglv2asli(x)IQSl,

Given the collection PLF of platforms (i.e. machines with installed software)
a definition of platform independence (relative to PLF) of a program notation
can be obtained:

5 Platform independence
At this point it is possible to provide a useful definition of platform independence
for a program notation. The program notation PGLV is said to be behaviorally
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platform-independent precisely if, for all PGLV programs x,

b'i, j E PLF (Ixl'PP/'i = IxIuPPI)).

The program notation PGLV is. said to be functionally platform-independent
precisely if, for all PGLV programs x,

`di, j E PLF (IxIuPPI= = IxIuPPIi).

The program notation PGLV is said to be platform-independent if it is behav-
iorally platform-independent and functionally platform-independent at the same
time.

6 The main event loop equation
The PGLA program meli will be used to denote the main event loop of the
processor Mi. This main event loop can be described as a program. In practice
it is rigidly encoded in the structure of the hardware. The fact that machine
code is interpreted by a main event loop is given by the main event loop equation
PLA3, serving as an alternative definition of processor encapsulation at the same
time:

PLA3b IxJ'PPI'(y1,--,y,) =
and

PLA3f ImeliifPPI2(y1)Ci D9la --,yn -

PLA3 describes the realization of a machine code execution, whereas PLA1
describes an abstract semantics for it.

6.1 The disassembler soundness equations
Evidently for each platform the following constraints must be satisfied:

l melil p9la/store(x, yn, cPpi) =

Imci2pgla(x) lp91a /store(yl, --, yn, cPPi)

and

get(ImelilP91a'store(x,Y1,--,Yn,cPPi)) =

get(Imci2pgla(x)IP9la store(y1,.., yn, cppi))

These identities are called the disassembler soundness equations, in virtue
of their validating the meta disassembler mci2pgla with respect to the reality
of the technical implementation.
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6.2 PGLD over Ei in the role. of ASLi
If a technical realization of the concepts involved is to be designed the following
viewpoint may be helpful. An assembly language such as ASLi will have a clear
algorithmic content. Moreover ASLi is meant to write programs executing the
basic. instruction set Ei of platform i. This is certainly obtained by taking ASLi
= PGLDE; . Here PGLD is the PGLA based language from [2] using forward.
and backward absolute jumps rather than relative forward jumps.

Let Ei have cardinality n. Then the actions in Ei can be encoded with
bit sequences of length 11 = 'log n. In practice a finite upper length k may
be imposed on programs as well. Let 12 = 2 log k. Taking into account that
PGLD uses 5 kinds of instructions (basic actions, positive tests, negative tests,
jumps, termination instructions and crash instructions) no more than to = k(3+
max(ll, l2)) bits are needed to encode an ASLi program. Such bit sequences,
encoding listings of (encoded) instructions from PGLDE; programs, constitute
the corresponding machine code language MCi. The disassembler operator is
definable as the inverse of the encoding from PGLDE; followed by the projection
from PGLD to PGLA.

The main event loop program starts with the assumption that an encoding
of a program is stored in memory. Then it will analyze the given bit patterns in
the encoded program and evaluate which action from Ei is meant (or otherwise
which jump or termination action). The main event loop will perform the action
so determined and proceed until an encoded termination is detected or until the
last instruction of the encoded program turns out to have been completed.

6.3 The interpreter equations
The main event loop interpretes machine codes. If programs different from a
machine code must be interpreted this will require the execution of a special
program called an interpreter.

The working of an interpreter x E ul.v/i for program notation u written in v
and effective on platform i is given by the following equation (for all u programs
y). x is an interpreter of the mentioned kind if for all u programs y and for all
sequences of files (yl, .., the following two conditions hold:

PLA6b I yI'PP/(yl, , yn) I xI'PP/t \y, yl, , ytt

and
PLA6f I y1fPPli(y1,..,y+,) =

7 File transformer functionalities
A file transformer functionality is a collection of pairs of lists of bit sequences
and individual bit sequences. The pairs are input-output pairs compatible with
the functionality. A deterministic functionality contains for a given input list
yl, .., y,, at most one output bit string z. Typically the meaning of an executable
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viewed as a tuple transformer is a deterministic functionality given by the
collection of all pairs < (y1, ..., yn), z > such that x mc,Y1, ..., yn = z.

7.1 Realization of a functionality
Given a functionality F and a program notation u (viewed as a subset of the
bit strings) Fu/i denotes all programs in u which implement or realize the
functionality on platform i.

We say that executable x implements functionality F (on i) if for all input
bit string sequences Y = (yl,..., yn) the following two conditions hold:

(i) if there exists z with < Y, z > in F then x ,c,Y = z' for some bit
sequence z'.

(ii) Moreover, if there exists z with < Y, z > in F and for some bit sequence
z' the equation x mciY = z' is satisfied, the pair < Y, z' > must be contained
in F.

A functionality can also be realized by an assembly program or a high-level
program (in PGLV). In that case the definition uses operators and pgly
respectively.

7.2 Assembler functionality and compiler functionality
The assembler functionality asli2mci/i contains all pairs < z, u > where z is a
correct ASLi program and

cpp/i _ cpp/i
I'Zlasli = Iulmci

Here the combined platform projection (see paragraph 1.4.4) is used to take the
behavioral and functional view into account simultaneously .

The compiler functionality pglv2asli/i contains all pairs < z, u > such that
y is a correct PGLV program and

I'ZI`pp/i = Iv'I`pp/ipgly

7.2.1 Assemblers and Compilers

An assembler is an element g of the assembler functionality asli2mci/i.v/i.
The characteristic identity is:

Ix cPP/i i x cPP/i
Iasli = If v ImCz

On most platforms it will be useful to have assemblers and compilers avail-
able in machine code, in order to be ready for use. If only sources are available,
it will be necessary to compile or interpret these sources first in order to achieve;
the required compilation or assemblage.

A compiler for u on platform i written in notation v is just a realization of
the functionality u2asli/i.v/i. It, follows that for f E. u2asli/i.v/i. for all u
programs x:

IcPPI'+ '+ x cPP/ixlu = If v Ias1i
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7.2.2 Cross-assemblers acid crass=compilers

A program in asli2mci/i.v/j is a cross-assembler for Mi on Mj written in
notation v. A program in u2asli/i.v/j is a cross-compiler for u and and i on
platform j written in notation v.

7.3 A compiler fixed point
In some case the following observation is used as a practical criterion for compiler
correctness (or at least plausibility). Suppose that u program x E u2mci.u.
Then

The fact simply follows from the assumption that x E u2mci.u/i. The use takes
place by evaluating both files and checking identity bitwise.

8 Program installation
A u program x is said to be installed on platform. i if FFSi contains an executable
y and files yi, ..., yn such that for all bit sequence lists zi, ..., zn:

IPPI' (xlu.Zi, ..., zn) = lylmC :(yl,...,yn,zl,..., Zn).

8..1 Software expansion
Expansion of the software in a platform takes place if new files z in the platform
are made by means of program applications of the form

z = x «iY1, ..., yn -

In this case it is assumed that FFSi already contains x, yi, ..., yn and that z is
now added. (In practice software expansion is often effected by means of so-
called installation programs. The UNIX `make' utility also generates a software
expansion.)

8.1.1 Preinstallation

A program is preinstalled on a platform if the software contained in the platform
can be expanded to a state in which the program is installed.

9 Program Portability
Portability is an interesting subject. Its relevance transpires from the impact
that portability considerations have on the design of program notations and
programming environments and methods. The purpose of this section is to
provide a precise definition of portability. The proposed definition is only an
approximation to the concept of portability but it covers some common cases.
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We take portabiliy to mean: cross-platforrri portability. Transportability is a
property of all files. Indeed each bit sequence can be transported from any
platform i to any platform j, e.g. by electronic mail or by means of the physical
transport of a data storage device such as a book, a disk or a tape.

9.1 Platforms with installed software
A platform is characterized not only by its processor Mi (represented by the
coprogram cppi) but also by the the software that has been installed. With-
out the notion of installed software the concept of cross-platform portability of
software seems to make little sense. In this section a platform with installed
software is simply characterized by a processor coprogram together with a col-
lection of programs (= bit sequences) together with a type. The only types used
for the definition of portability are the projection types (i.e compiler types), and
the interpreter types. Questions as to how to obtain or call a program on the
platform and issues of program naming are ignored at this level of abstraction.

Denoting the collection of typed programs with V, the platform with in-
stalled software base V centered around processor i can be written as ISBPti(V).

9.2 Portability formalized
Portability of u program x from platform i to platform j requires the combined
view identity IxIu p" = Jxlu P1j. If a program has no platform-independent
meaning it cannot possibly be portable. (Platform independence referring merely
to the two platforms in question.)

The portability of software will informally amount to this: u program x is
portable from ISBP (V) to ISBPj(W) if the following steps are possible:

1. Generate a number of files yl,..., y, on platform ISBPi(V) thus obtaining
ISBP;(V+Y) , with Y representing the generated files together with their
types. (This step involves an expansion of the software in platform i.)

2. Transport Y to ISBPj(W) thereby obtaining ISBPj (W+Y), and thereafter
remove Y from ISBPz(V+Y): (Achieving a state in which x is preinstalled
on j.)

3. Generate some files zl, ..., Z_ from the software present in V+Y in
ISBPj (W+Y) thus obtaining ISBPj (W+Y+Z) (Expansion of the software
in platform j until the stage that x is installed on j.)

It should be noticed that x need not be preinstalled in ISBPz(V). Further it
should be noticed that Jx1i is defined always, irrespective of the availability of
compilers and interpreters needed to find a program execution expression over
IxIu
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9.3 Knowledge management
An obvious difficulty of the portability definition presented above is that it still
gives little clue as to how it works in practice. If an FFSi contains a number of
files, how can one assert that some of those are compilers of a useful kind whereas
others are not. The definitions can be applied only in theory. Quantification
over all possible lists of argument files is prohibitive. At the level of abstraction
of this paper we take for granted the existence of an external authority (the
user) who knows the functionality of each file. This makes it quite hard to
prove negative facts about portability. Can it be the case that by accident'
a file obtained after some calculation steps is a useful compiler? If not the
user is equipped with some sort of default logic. If so, s/he may embark on
experimentation and use a logic of plausibility if a reasonable number of tests
establish that a file implements some functionality correctly. From a logical
point of view one may prefer to have a. clear type system containing all sure
and positive information about the files in possesion of FFSi. Only by means of
the type system can it be concluded that two programs behave equivalently. In
practice most users have a type system in mind which is reflected by the names
of the files. They use a typed logic until unexpected results occur. In that case
a shift to an experimental mode with plausibility reasoning may take place. If
that brings no useful results a pessimistic default logic may be used allowing
only information that has been proven somehow and denying every unprovable
hypothesis rightaway.

9.4 The example of PGLU interpretation
In the notational scheme of paragraph 2.1 PGLU is a program notation to be
compiled to a `bytecode' BCNU (byte code notation from PGLU). The following
assumptions are made: cu compiles from PGLU to BCNU. It is written in PGLV.
For PGLV a compiler cv is given. Finally iu is a BCNU interpreter (i.e. a VMIU
file) also written in PGLV.

Having these files available we can discuss the processing for PGLU pro-
grams and their portability by means of transportation of bytecodes (BCNU
programs). Assume that Ix ,91u' = (xlP9iu

9.4.1 Running PGLU programs at platform i

A a program execution expression for IxIP puce is derived as follows (with Y =
yi,...,yk):

Ixlpg,uz(Y) -
Ipglu2bcniu(x)I6PP1i(Y) -cnu
ICU

P9ivxlcppb1nui(Y)

=
i

i(cv 0mcicu)
,mcixl

bcnui(Y) =
IZUlP9 ,, /((cv mcicu) mcix, Y)
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ICU t ciiuI i.' Cu) . 2 x Y)X, met mci

9.4.2 An MMA/OSA command script for running PGLU programs

Using the OSA commands this pattern can be turned into a script of shell MMA
shell commands which result in the expression of the behavior of IxI sP/i (Y).

We write < i : n > for the contents of file n in FFSi. We assume that
x=<i :5>,Y=yl,y2iy3, andyi =<i:7>,y2=<i:8>,y3 =<i :9>.
Further we need a compiler for PGLU (cu =< i : 10 >), an interpreter for
PGLU (iu =< i : 11 >) and a compiler for PGLV (cv =< i : 12 >).

The MMA/OSA command sequence (in fact a PGLA program over the OSA
command set, ! representing termination in PGLA) corresponding to the above
derivation is as follows:
store 10; runF 12; get2 1; store 5; runF 1; get2 2; store 11;

runF 12; get2 3; reset; store 9; store 8; store 7; store 2;

runB 3 ; ! .

9.4.3 Data carrying programs

The notation used above is slightly redundant because of the repetition of the
argument list Y. This redundancy can be removed by means of `Currying'.
This step allows one to have more concise notation at a higher type (i.e. not
mentioning specific arguments or argument variables). For that purpose it is
useful to allow so-called data carrying programs. A data-carrying program has
the form x[Y] with x a bit sequence and Y = yl, ..., yk a list of bit sequences.
Y contains the data. If k = 0 the program x[] results which for most purposes
can be identified with x. If x is a u program then x[Y] is a (data-carrying) u
program. Two rules of calculation are needed:

Ix[Y]IuPI=(Z) = IxipgP/i(Y,z)

and

x 'u(y[Z]) _ (x Mciy)[Z].

The main fact about data-carrying programs is in their relationship with inter-
preters: if y E ul.v/i, then

IxluP/i = Iy[x]IvPPiz.

These notations allow a simplification of the notation used for PGLU above:

mIi

IxIpglcuPP/i = IcV imciiu[(cv mcicu) O -imcix]IcPPci

9.4.4 Universal program notations

The concept of a universal program notation is an idealized one, :unfortunately ,
unavailable in practice. Consider program notation PGLV. PGLV will be called
universal if the following two conditions are satisfied: (i) for all platforms i and
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j and for al PGLV programs x, x lxlP91 , (ii) at each platform (i) a
PGLV compiler (i.e. an element of pglv2asli.mci.i) is available as well as an
assembler program (i.e. an element of asli2mci.mci.i).

It follows from this definition that all PGLV programs are portable from any
platform to any other platform. Moreover the porting can be done in a uniform
way.

9.4.5 Bytecode portability

Assuming. that the PGLU program x is platform-independent (when comparing
platforms i and j), x can be ported to j whenever the following ingredients
are available at j: cv and iu. cv can be assumed available if PGLV is a uni-
versal program notation. iu is entirely platform-independent. This file can be
distributed physically or electronically from a central site. In order to port x
from platform i to platform j, the file cu is generated at platform i and
subsequently transported to platform j.

9.4.6 Performance aspects

There may be several reasons to organize the execution architecture of a program
notation PGLU along the lines- mentioned above. First of all the existence of
efficient PGLV compilers on many platforms can be exploited, thus removing the
need to write equally efficient PGLU compilers for all platforms. The portability
of PGLV programs induces portability of PGLU programs. Secondly, if many
instances of a PGLU -program x must be executed at many different sites it is
more efficient to do PGLU-to-BCNU compilation only once. Thirdly, if on a
certain platform no PGLU programs are developed there is no need to keep a
PGLU to BCNU compiler available (with its unavoidable version management
burden). Therefore such compilers are only needed at platforms hosting PGLU
production processes. All of these arguments hold in case we take Java for
PGLU, Java Bytecode for BCNU and C for PGLV.

10 Conclusions
A definition of portability has been developed on the basis of black-box pro-
jection semantics of program notations. In addition the concepts of a compiler
and an interpreter have been formalized using black-box projection semantics.
These developments are satisfactory given the high level of abstraction at hand.
Further details can be added when needed.
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